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Abstract
The success of Deep Learning (DL ) algorithms in computer vi-
sion tasks have created an on-going demand of dedicated hard-
ware architectures that could keep up with the their required com-
putation and memory complexities. This task is particularly chal-
lenging when embedded smart camera platforms have constrained 
resources such as power consumption, Processing Element (PE ) 
and communication. This article describes a heterogeneous sys-
tem embedding an FPGA and a GPU for executing CNN inference 
for computer vision applications. The built system addresses some 
challenges of embedded CNN such as task and data partitioning, 
and workload balancing. The selected heterogeneous platform em-
beds an Nvidia® Jetson TX2 for the CPU-GPU side and an Intel 
Altera® Cyclone10GX for the FPGA side interconnected by PCIe 
Gen2 with a MIPI-CSI camera for prototyping. This test environ-
ment will be used as a support for future work on a methodology 
for optimized model partitioning.

Categories and Subject Descriptors Processor Architectures 
[Other architectures styles]: [Neural nets]; Processor Architec-
tures [Other architectures styles]: [Heterogeneous (hybrid) sys-
tems]; Embedded and Cyber-Physical Systems [Embedded sys-
tems]: [Embedded hardware]; Integrated Circuits [Reconfigurable 
logic and FPGAs]: [Hardware accelerators]; Architectures [Par-
allel architectures]: [Single instruction, multiple data]

General Terms Artificial Neural Networks (ANN ), Deep Learn-
ing (DL ), Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN ), Field Pro-
grammable Gate Array (FPGA ), Graphic Processing Unit (GPU), 
Processing Elements (PE )

Keywords Heterogeneous Computing, Edge Computing, Internet 
of Things, Parallel Programming, Single Instruction Multiple Data, 
Pipelining, Models of Computation and Architecture

1. Introduction
Deep Learning techniques have become in the last decade the de-
facto choice for multiple domains, achieving a performance sim-
ilar to that of a human or even outperforming it in popular and
well known competitions. During this period of tremendous evo-
lution with many ground-breaking modifications, it has been ob-
served high accuracy in tasks such as classification, object tracking,
feature selection or detection, segmentation, input generation or in-
put reconstruction in multiple domains like: natural language pro-
cessing and in vision domains, such as image processing and video
analytics. Heterogeneous computing comprises sequential and par-
allel mapping of a certain application or subtask to the best avail-
able individual device on a system. It offers the optimal solution to
these algorithmic applications given an evaluation function. These
individual set of devices usually individually referred as Process-
ing Elements (PEs) or nodes make it possible to specialize pro-
cessors to the target application. Such capacity is at the heart of
recent gains in terms of system energy efficiency by exploiting ap-
plications properties (e.g. data or compute intensiveness) to occupy
processing facilities at their maximum. Based on the differences
between systems architectures, the level and form of heterogeneity
can be formalized to describe a device and its processing capabili-
ties. What complicates the creation of such a formalization is that
while each PE has individual resources, they never work in com-
plete isolation from one another since some sort of interconnection
establishes communication between them. The main types of em-
bedded processing elements available today are: CPUs, GPUs, FP-
GAs or ASICs. Contrary to CPUs-GPUs and CPUs-FPGAs cou-
plings flourishing in products, the couple GPU-FPGA has not been
much tested for its capacity to solve computational problems.

2. Related work
Heterogeneous computing has been a well researched domain for
several decades where multiples non-von Neumann architectures
started to aggregated and to exhibit great results specially on paral-
lel programmable tasks [1]. However, like any novel hardware ar-
chitecture proposal, heterogeneous platforms must overcome mul-
tiple challenges. One of the most known is the speed of inter-
chip communication channels typically orders of magnitude lower
than internal data accesses. Bittner et al. [2] and Thoma et al.
[3] address this challenge by measuring throughput and latency as
computation-to-communication ratio and establishing a direct com-
munication between devices. In the area of embedded GPU-FPGA
heterogeneous systems, Mohammad et al. [4] use a similar archi-
tecture with an Nvidia Jetson TX1 SoM with a Xilinx ZCU102
tested on multiple task such as histogram algorithm, dense and



sparse matrix-vector multiplication, but not tested on deep learn-
ing tasks. Yuexuan et al. [5] also propose an architecture, but with
an Nvidia Jetson TX2 SoM coupled with a Xilinx Nexys A7-100T,
using a CNN for performance testing but with a UART intercon-
nection interface, causing an overhead in the tensor transfer.

3. Early testing and results
Our proposed architecture consists of an Nvidia Jetson TX2 SoM
as CPU-GPU system and a Intel Cyclone10GX FPGA. As the the-
oretical computation of each device is known, multiple sub-tasks
or sub-data partitions must be empirically evaluated individually
on each device. Multiple setups for communications must be also
measured. The first approach consists in evaluating the communi-
cation between the devices, since multiple feature tensors have to
be continuously transmitted. Figure 1 shows the communication
throughput in GB/s per tensor size in KB of examples of CNN
mappings on a CPU-GPU mapping and a GPU-FPGA mapping.
As previously discussed, the device communication is orders mag-
nitude slower than internal transfer on devices on the same die, i.e.
CPU-GPU. Notice that techniques, such as, zero-copy can increase
throughput, since data redundancy is avoided, taking advantage on
shared memory.

(a) CPU-GPU throughput.

(b) GPU-FPGA throughput.

Figure 1: Communication throughput between devices.

We chose YOLOv2 [6] as an example of a large CNN workload
where each layer is considered a subset of the total workload with
an intrinsic set of resources and computation, usually defined as a
partition. For this CNN model, as shown in Figure 2, the partition-
ing is not balanced since each layer has a exponentially reduced
number of features when progressing along layers. This means that
deeper layers could be easily handled for devices with memory
constrains, but the gain in computation time should be hidden by
communication time. A high computation-to-communication ratio
is a necessary (but not sufficient) condition for having speedups on
complex heterogeneous platforms. For increasing the computation-
to-communication ratio, it is necessary to create large clusters of
processing and reduce their data dependencies. Figure 3 shows a
setup taking advantage of shallower layers on the CPU-GPU side,
since the GPU memory is not as constrained as in the FPGA.

Figure 2: Layer-wise partition and number of parameters per layer.

Figure 3: Proposed heterogeneous architecture with load partition.

4. Conclusions and future work
In this paper we have presented a GPU-FPGA architecture to be
evaluated for performance and capabilities. It is built from two
state-of-the-art device architectures, widely used in the DL com-
munity, and combines their advanced support of system paral-
lelism. However, the most important challenge brought by such
architecture is to efficiently partition the computation, represented
with a model of computation, on the platform model of architec-
ture. In future work, we will consider hardware-aware training and
inference to consider cost parameters such as power consumption.
The mathematical model of this optimization problem is still to be
defined and therefore an optimization technique has to be selected
to address this problem in a multi-constrained manner.
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